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Best known as the host of Fox's Hell's Kitchen and Kitchen Nightmares, Gordon Ramsay is one
of the most driven, successful, and irate chefs around. He has thrown Hollywood actresses out
of his restaurants and is notorious for his anger, but his food has been served to numerous
heads of state, and he is one of only three chefs in England whose restaurant is rated at three
Michelin stars.In this illuminating work, Ramsay discusses the violent, alcoholic, absent father
who died just days after the pair had been reconciled as adults; the best friend and protégé
whose bizarre suicide came hours after the two had shared a final meal; the decade-long battle
to save his younger brother from heroin addiction and crime; and the real reason why he has not
attended the births of any of his four children.Sometimes hilarious and frequently heartbreaking,
this is Gordon Ramsay’s full life, from tenements and poverty to top-notch restaurants and fame.

About the AuthorVaughan Young (Queensland, Australia) is an experienced C++ and DirectX
programmer. His degree in IT is complemented by further studies in software development,
focusing primarily on game development. Currently, he operates his own software development
business, producing and managing software solutions. On the side he maintains his own Web
site (www.coderedgames.com) dedicated to his passion for computer game development.
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kim, “Fighter all the way!. It's so good to hear how people strive to achieve life goals. Huge fan of
Gordon Ramsay. I see a man with goals getting to the top on his own but not forgetting where he
came from.”

Dan, “A very interesting person. Ramsay is a strong individual that has overcome quiet a few
hardships to become successful.”

K. Steele, “Finally! The long awaited for G-Ram Biography!. As a fan of Gordon Ramsay, waiting
for this book was well worth it.Neil Simpson has done a wonderful job of taking the reader
through the life and major times of Gordon Ramsay. Like most readers will find, it is hard to put
this book down [just like Gordon's book 'Roasting in Hell's Kitchen', also and excellent read].
This book does not disappoint.”

Jennifer F. Lee, “Great book for Ramsey fans. This was a great book. It really gives you insight to
his behavior. (which is not bad) It was a page turner, and I finished it in a weekend.He really had
alot of disappointments in life but turned it all around. It gives you inspiration.If you like
Gordon,this is a must read.”

Marti, “NEVER MISS HIS SHOW. WE ACCIDENTLY RAN ACROSS HIS TV SHOW ON BBC
AND NOW FOX AND WE NEVER MISS ANY OF THEM. HE IS SUCH A JOY TO WATCH AND
THE TIPS WE GET DURING HIS COOKING IS GREAT. SUCH A CHARACTER..”

Ellen Rose, “Loved. Loved”

Kari, “Wonderful!. I bought this for my husband a while back and he loved the book. He found it
very fascinating and got to learn more about one of his favorite chefs.”

Amanda, “Five Stars. Brought this book for my mother and she loves it.”

happy_jo, “worth a read. This is his first book the next too are better but I love reading the back
ground of Gordon. It helps you understand why he breaks people then helps them turn their life's
round, gives you an insight into his family etc. well worth a read.”

Hedley, “Five Stars. A very good book”

Dean Walker, “Best read ever. Gordon Ramsay is a legend of food and an inspiration for all
biding chefs off all ages and ability he will make you want to push your self in every aspect of
your life just as he has I have read a lot of chefs stories and he by far has the best I aspect more



to come”

Reptex, “Lesenswert und zum wieder lesen überraschend gut.. Dieses Buch ist sehr
unterhaltsam geschrieben und eröffnet einem einen weiteren kleinen Blick in die Welt des
Spitzenkochs schlicht hin. Ich habe dieses Buch mehr als nur einmal gelesen und kann es nur
weiter empfehlen. Hier und da lernt man wieder ein paar neue Formen des Umgangs mit
Kollegen sowie interessante neue Sichtweisen über eine ganz eigene Weltanschauung.”

rex murdoch, “Five Stars. A look inside the kitchen.”

The book by Vaughan Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 129 people have provided feedback.
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